moving camera can engender 'the illusion of bodily movement through onscreen space' (2).
Nevertheless, his study is driven by the core belief that perception is porous and its modulation is 'a fundamental aesthetic affordance of cinema ' (4) . This study is grounded in the same belief, but focuses on a different kind of onscreen movement, 'animetism' as defined by Thomas Lamarre (6) , and a different form of perception, Schivelbusch's 'panoramic' (40) perception.
In his study, Richmond places a particular importance on the viewer's perception of the camera, and how that camera moves within the filmic space. Using the film Gravity as his case study, he suggests that the way the 'camera movement [...] takes the form of relentlessly disorientating rotational figures'
(1) disorientates the viewer to the extent that they become partially disconnected from reality, submitting to a movement that is 'radically other' (3). This works in Gravity because the 'nearly constant movement' (2) of the camera follows the same laws of physics that the character Dr Ryan Stone is experiencing, a zero-gravity world. The camera is a believable spectator, despite its situation differing significantly from the actual experience of the viewer. For perceptual modulation to occur the viewer must have the sense that their gaze, directed by the camera, is realistic. However, the difficulty of realism in animation comes from the nature of the medium. The camera, acting as the viewer's gaze, cannot physically move through the onscreen world in the same way the camera in Gravity can literally swing around the actress. Mechanically, the camera is static, above the animation stand, while animators slide and change the cels upon which characters and scenery are drawn. However, this does not mean the viewer is limited to a detached bird's-eye view of the film. Miyazaki's creative philosophy is that 'at its core [anime] must have a certain realism' (Starting Point 21). He achieves this quasirealism through a careful consideration of the viewer's gaze, always placing the spectator, or simulated camera, in a naturalistic viewing position. Using the example of a film about an insect, he explains that 'such a film shouldn't show the world from the perspective of a human using a magnifying glass, but a world where each blade of grass becomes a giant tree ' (21) . This construction of a live action aesthetic necessitates the use of terms such as 'shot' and 'movement' where appropriate. We can see this perspectival consideration in the Spirited Away train scene, where the camera appears to occupy the space of the train carriage (See Fig. 1 ). Chihiro is positioned opposite the spectator and, because a passenger's back is visible to the left of frame, the camera appears to be either sitting on the bench, lent slightly backwards, or sitting on the window sill as Boh and Tiny Bird are shown doing to Chihiro's right.
The camera/spectator is not outside the carriage for, if it were, the view would be partially obstructed by vertical window frames, mirroring the ones behind Chihiro. By taking perspective into such careful consideration, Miyazaki creates worlds that the audience feels as physical spaces. This counteracts the difficulties of the medium and gives him the tools to affect the audience as is possible in live action film.
ever.
[ Fig. 1] The placement of the simulated camera is an important facet of the quasi-realist method of Studio Ghibli animation, but in scenes of animated train travel this effect is enhanced by the 'animetic' When one travels by train, the landscape seems to separate into multiple layers which are perceived at different speeds, the foreground blurring and the horizon moving more slowly. Likewise, a 'characteristic of animetism is the separation of the image into multiple planes' (6). By placing the multiplanar effects of the film into the context of transport, as Ghibli does in the train scene in Spirited Away, the studio is leaning into the already present sensation of animetism, creating a more realistic sensation of train travel.
A comparison between the Spirited Away train scene and Wolfgang Schivelbusch's description of being a train passenger further elucidates the quasi-realism of the film's visuals. Schivelbusch writes that, for a train passenger, 'visual perception is diminished by velocity' (59). As the foreground blurs with speed, the passenger is forced to 'ignore the objects and portions of the landscape that are closer to him, and […] direct his gaze to the more distant objects that seem to pass by more slowly' (59). The train scene cuts between the inside of the train carriage (see Fig. 1 ) and the moving landscape, designating the landscape shot as the view from the train. In one shot, a partially-submerged path with two figures at the end swings past the simulated camera (See Fig. 2) . The train moves too quickly for the figures to be regarded in any detail and, moreover, a consideration of the individual frames shows that they are painted without facial features. Their lack of physiognomy actualises the 'difficulty [in] recognising any but the broadest outlines of the traversed landscape' (59), a sensation that, for Schivelbusch, epitomises train travel. So, like Schivelbusch's passenger, the Studio Ghibli viewer must direct their gaze to 'the more distant objects that seem to pass by more slowly' (59), in this case a small town on the horizon. The experience of train travel and the experience of watching this scene become practically indistinguishable.
[ Fig. 2] Schivelbusch writes that the experience of one's visual perception being diminished by velocity results in their cognitive emancipation from the landscape, a state of mind he calls 'panoramic ' (40) perception. He argues that the velocity and viewing positions of train travel are so peculiar that the passenger's perception of the world starts to transform, they experience 'the dissolution of reality and its resurrection as panorama ' (66) . Once this viewing position is established within the passenger, Schivelbusch suggests that they start to feel disconnected from the landscape. At high velocity, the foreground becomes indistinct but never invisible. In the panoramic state, it starts to be perceived as a barrier between the visible background and the moving spectator. This results in a feeling of detachment which eventually becomes an experience of 'total emancipation from the traversed landscape' (66). As the animetic, quasi-realistic train journey of Spirited Away induces the same panoramic state, the viewer feels a similar sense of detachment and emancipation from the filmic landscape. Again, the aesthetics of the scene contribute to this effect. One landscape shot shows a house on an island (see Fig.   3 ). In the flooded landscape the house stands alone with no visible boats or bridges. There appear to be paths on the island, but they end in the sea. The presence of the washing line suggests life, but it is a life wholly separate from Chihiro and the spectator as they move past on the train. However, in a simplified cartoon style, faces become vacuums 'into which our identity and awareness are pulled' (36). He suggests that this subjective projection of the viewer's own identity onto the cartoon is a natural by-product of directing the viewer's gaze onto an abstracted face; 'we don't just observe the cartoon, we become it!' (36). In McCloud's theory, the more simplified a face is the more amplified a viewer's personal response will be. In Spirited Away, Chihiro is often shown to be highly expressive (see 7 ).
[ Fig. 7] Then the scenes start to concentrate on the blank expressions of the characters (see Fig. 8 ).
[ Fig. 8] The films modulate perception to its panoramic form, directing this heightened focus at a simplified face, and the viewer's contemplative state gives the character a sense of depth.
Studio Ghibli films also achieve this effect through fantastical vehicles that function in the same way as the trains. For example, the cat bus in My Neighbour Totoro looks nothing like a train and does not move on rails, but the scene where the protagonist, Satsuki, first boards it (see Fig. 9 ) functions comparably to the previously mentioned examples. First, the simulated camera is positioned within the vehicle, locating the spectator within the same space as Satsuki. The viewer is then shown shots of My Neighbour Totoro is a long way from photorealism, and this minimalism ensures that Satsuki's smiling face is abstracted enough that viewers will still find themselves imbuing it with their own sense of identity.
[ Fig. 9 ]
The other variation on the contemplative train scenes of the Studio Ghibli filmography, found in Only Yesterday, sees character interiority being overtly realised, and suggests the studio's awareness of the contemplative power of animated trains. At first it appears the train scenes will function identically to the one in Spirited Away. Each scene starts with animetic landscape shots from a simulated camera inside the train carriage and then cut to the blank expression of the protagonist, Taeko. However, the sequence is taken a step further when Taeko is joined on the train by her younger self. This is a strong manifestation of her memories, showing the audience what has been occupying her thoughts during the journey [see Fig. 10 ]. Up until the point that her younger self arrives, the scenes in
Only Yesterday perform the same perceptual modulation that the previously described scenes do. This means that, instead of undermining the work of the train scene, the demonstration of Taeko's interiority after the viewer has been induced into the contemplative state means that the scene is supplying more information to aid in the viewer's projection of a strong identity onto the character. The fact that Studio
Ghibli chose trains to be the site of this metaphysical work, where past meets present, suggests the studio's awareness of the value of trains in constructing characters' contemplative cognisance.
[ Fig. 10 ]
By inducing a conceptive state in the onlooker through the moving perspective of transportation, the films of Studio Ghibli are able to perceptually modulate their audience. This allows the studio to position their audience more carefully, giving them the freedom to create subtle, sentimental films. Miyazaki's insistence on traditional forms of hand drawn animation has always been framed as a product of his age, but the implications of this study suggest that his style is essential in the construction of sympathetic and complex characters. A sign posted on the wall of the studio during the creation of Spirited Away reminded his team to 'do everything by hand, even when using the computer' (Solomon). On the rare moments he was forced to use CGI, for example when creating the titular castle in Howl's Moving Castle he flattened the image and reduced its movements to blend it in with the rest of the hand drawn film. This emphasis on reduced, flattened, and simplified images directly relates to the various processes by which the studio induces the viewer's contemplative state and heightened empathy. If vehicles could move in every direction, within a computer generated 3D space, the sliding sensation of animetism, and by extension the viewer's panoramic perception, would be lost. If animators didn't need to redraw characters thousands of times they could be drawn with more detail, and this would shift characters away from McCloud's simplified cartoon face to a level of detail that undermines subjective, personal engagement. Miyazaki's traditional techniques, which could be seen as limitations, are uniquely able to modify the viewer's gaze, and achieve affecting, emotional engagement through the simple choice of having a character board a train.
